Halo Chair

About Halo
Halo is an award-winning lounge chair
made with Hypetex, the world’s first
coloured carbon fibre brand.
Created by leading designer Michael Sodeau,
the Halo chair utilises the high-performance
properties of Hypetex, which is lightweight, strong
and visually dynamic. The exceptionally thin
structure is refined yet robust, marrying
minimalist design with imposing form.
The Halo chair is a limited-edition product, with
individually-numbered pieces produced in
a select range of colours.

Key features:

• Made in Hypetex, the world’s first coloured carbon fibre brand
• Utilising technology from Formula One racing
• Limited edition, just 35 pieces
• Winner of Red Dot Award 2015
• Wired magazine’s design Gadget of the Year
• Designed by leading furniture designer Michael Sodeau

What They Say
From the New York Times to the Financial Times, Harpers Bazaar to
La Repubblica, the Halo chair has been hailed as one of the leading
design launches of the year.

“Almost like a
sculpture to show
off in your home.”
La Repubblica

About Michael Sodeau About Hypetex
Michael Sodeau is an award-winning
furniture designer. In addition to
designing the Halo chair, he has designed
for several international manufacturers
including Asplund, Christopher Farr, E&Y
Japan, Thonet Vienna, Gervasoni, Isokon
Plus, Modus, Offecct, Royal Doulton,
Swedese, Tronconi and Wedgwood.

Halo is made from Hypetex, the world’s
first coloured carbon fibre brand. Hypetex
has found a way to incorporate colour into
carbon fibre without losing the material’s
performance properties, opening up a
new world of design possibilities across
a wide range of industries with its light,
bright, bold and strong qualities.

“We have found possibly
the lightest yet strongest
chair in the world.”
Gizmodo

“Created by former F1
engineers, the composite
has the color built into it...
and that helps make for
a lighter, stronger, more
lustrous and flexible chair.”
New York Times

“Hard, Fast and Beautiful.”
Rogue Magazine

“Light, sturdy, with
a bright and dynamic
visual appeal.”
Plast Design

“A new iconic armchair? It’s
quite possible.”
Yooko

Overview
Designer: Michael Sodeau
Artisan: GPFone
Material: Hypetex
Feet and label Anodised Aluminium.

Dimensions

Limited Edition of 35 Pieces
+ 3 prototypes
+ 2 A.P
Each chair is individually
numbered and signed.
Price: £7,500+VAT
Delivery Time: 6-8 weeks
For a new colour an additional
cost of £1,500 + 2 weeks for the
LAB to develop it.

Colours available

Tendulkar

Chapel

Spa

Aintree

Loop

Abbey

Rosso

Enzo

Priory

Asprey

Lipstick

Champagne

Luffield

Michelangelo

Titanium

Bernie

Please note that the colours shown here are only for guidance.

Contact

Head office:
20 Broadwick Street
London W1F 8HT
+44 (0)20 7851 4521
info@gpfone.com
Production:
1 High March Close
High March Estate
Daventry
Northants NN12 4EZ
01327 856000

